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Prompts in concept classification normally occur on the
stimulus, while in memorization tasks prompts customarily
are given on the response. Opposite results have been
obtained for these two tasks with excessive prompting.

English-Russian word pairs were used to compare stimulus
prompts (underlining the English word) with response
prompts in contextual and simple (not contextual) memor-
ization tasks. The English-Russian words were taken .from
Faust and Anderson (1967).

Results showed stimulus prompts produced more correct
responses with the no contextual presentation. Stimulus'
prompts were more effective than response prompts in the
contextual presentations. A significant interaction
between prompts and presentation was found.
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The conceptual develpoment of theories of instructional

psychology came about through the analysis of various behav-

iors identified as learning. The two most widely used ap-

proaches to behavior identification were developed in the

works of Gagne (1970) and Bloom (1956). Both investigators

developed hierarchies of behavior to illustrate the relation-

ship between different types of learning. The categories in

each hierarchy are identified by unique characteristics which

include the conditions under which the learning occurs and is

expressed. The unique characteristics and conditions of each

type of behavior has permitted increased precision in deve-,

loping the notion that all learning is not identical.

One of the major results of identifying different levels

of learning is the reinterpretation of research. The accept-

ance of a hierarchy of learning behaviors automatically limits

the generalization of research results to that specific cate-

gory of learning wherein the research was conducted. Thus

the effect of certain instructional variables on memorization

should not be generalized to the level of conceptualization
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unless it is tested at that level. This potential problem

has not fully materialized completely because the bulk of

research on learning has centered on memorization learning.

Even after the different levels of learning were established,

'the situation remained partially dormant because research

focused on identifying the differences between the various

types of learning. As a result, we can now identify many

procedures which are useful in producir a given type of

learning but we know very little about those procedures which

are useful with mort.. then one type of learning.

One example of this dilemma is illustrated by the research

cn prompting. Based upon theoretical (Skinner, 1957) exper-

ience, educators were cautioned against making the learning

task too difficult by not prompting the responses. Prompting

soon came to be recognized as a useful learning technique

(Cook and Spitzer, 1960; Sidowski, Kopstein and Skillestad,.

1961; Levine, 1965) .

In 1967, Anderson and Faust argued that too much prompt-

ing was detrimental to learning. In separate studies (Anderson

and Faust, 1967; Faust and Anderson, 1967). they showed that

total prompting permits the student to copy the material with-

\\ ().4

out-usingariyor-very--1.ittle cognitive processes. Anderson

(1971) concluded that "overprompting" reduces learning and

the entire concept needed to be reexamined.
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This research, like the bulk of research on prompting,

was conducted with learning at the memory level with paired

associate learning tasks. More recently prompting techniques

have been associated with concept identification tasks, with

different results. Merrill and Tennyson (1971) and Young,

Smith and Merrill (1972) found that the more prompts avail-

able in concept learning tasks, the greater the learning.

These results confirm earlier findings (Merrill, 1963; 1965;

1970; Tennyson, Woolley and Merrill, 1972) and the usefulness

and possible necessity of strong prompts in concept learning.

The contradictory nature of these findings may be attri-

buted to the inherent differences between memorization tasks

or, as proposed in this paper, to the differences in the nature

of the prompting procedure. When the task is memorization,

theprompts focus attention on the responses. The following

task, taken from Anderson and Faust (1967) illustrates this

response prompting:

A table is a stahl.

A table is a

In .contrast to this illustration, concept acquisition

tasks require that the prompt he associated with the stimulus

rather than the response. Thus the word "table" in the above

illustration would be prompted by an underline. It is possible
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that over prompting'hinders memorization because it occurs

with the response and this effect will disappear or even

reverse itself if the prompt occurs with the stimulus.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects

of prompting the stimulus or response, using memorization

tasks under the same conditions of context described by

Anderson and Faust (1967). The predictions were:

1.. Correct responses will result more often from

material embedded in contextual frames then from material

presented without context.

2. Stimulus prompts in contextual frames will produce

more correct responses then no context frames regardless of

the prompting procedures.

3. When prompting occurs on the stimulus, the subject

will make more correct responses then when responses are

prompted.

METHOD

Subjects

Thirty undergraduate students enrolled in an educational

psychology course the summer of 1972 served as subjects. The

only variable controlled was experience with the Russian

language and students admitting to any contact with this

language were excluded from the sample. All other subjects
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were randomly assigned to one of the treatment groups.

Design

A simple posttest only design was used with three

conditions of prompting (stimulus prompt, response prompt,

and no prompt). Each of these conditions were presented

using either a contextual or no contextual (simple) program.

Figure 1 illustrates this design.

Insert Fig. 1

Material

The Russian words used in this study were the same

words used by Faust and Anderson (1967), who obtained the

words from a list of 212 four to seven letter words with

pronounceability ratingS. In this manner, eight easy and

eight hard Russian words were used in the programs. The

only other constraints were: (a) only common English words

were used (b) no two Russian or English words began with

the same letter; (c) no Russian word had an obviously strong

association with the English translation. Each pair of words

was presented once in each of ten presentations with the

order of appearance being randomly determined, independent of

any other presentation.
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Procedure

Each of the six groups received a training sequence

consisting of ten presentations of sixteen English words

and the appropriate Russian translation. Each pair of words

was presented in a complete sentence with the English word

as the subject and the Russian word as the predicate nominative.

Each of the ten separate presentations used a random assign-

ment to determine what order each pair of English-Russian

words would appear within each presentation.

The No Context treatment presented two sentences for

each English-Russian pair of words. The first sentence was

complete while the second sentence required the subject to

write the appropriate Russian word.

The Context treatment presented each English-Russian

pair of words embedded in a five sentence paragraph. Each

of the five sentences were composed of an English word as

subject and a Russian word as predicate nominative, but only

one pair of English-Russian words was the tested pair and

the other four English-Russian sentences were randomly

chosen as filler sentences. The key sentence appeared in

each ordinal position in the paragraph in each set of ten

presentations. The context and no context programs are

illustrated in Figure 2.
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Insert Fig. 2

Within each of these two programs, the prompting con-

dition was varied. In the stimulus prompt condition, the

English word was underlined. In the response prompt condi-

tion, the Russian word was underlined, and in the no prompt

condition neither word was underlined

When the subjects completed all ten presentations, they

were asked to write all the Russian words they could remem-

ber. When they completed this task, they were given a list

of the 16 sentences containing the English word and required

to write the Russian word.

RESULTS

The number of errors on both the free recall of all

Russian words and the structured test of completing the sen-

teices were analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance.

The results of each analysis are summarized in Table 1 and

Table 2. The analysis showed that significantly more errors

Insert Table 1
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Insert Table 2

were committed on both tests by those subjects who learned

with the no context presentation (p < .01 for the structured

recall and p < .005 for the free recall .ith 24 degrees of

freedom). The mean number of errors with this presentation

was greater under all prompting conditions, except the no

prompt condition on structured recall where both means were

equal (X = 8.39) .

Using post hoc analysis (tukey a) of individual totals,

it was found that the no prompt condition produced signifi-

cantly (p < .05) more errors than either the stimulus prompt

or the response prompt conditions on both tests. Additionally,

the stimulus prompt condition produced the fewest number of

errors on both tests. Further analysis of the interaction

effect on the structured test, which is illustrated in Figure

3, showed that response prompting produced the fewest errors

Insert Fig. 3

when used with a contextual presentation. However, this

score was not significantly different from either of the

stimulus prompt conditions, but was significantly different
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(p < .05) from the response condition with no context pre-

sentation.

DISCUSSION

Two of the three hypotheses of this study were supported

by the data and the other hypothesis received partial support.

Hypothesis 1 was supported, and the results were in agreement

with Faust and Anderson's (1967) findings., Hypothesis 2 was

also supported in that the stimulus prompting of contextual

material produced fewer error scores than no contextual

material regardless of prompting. Hypothesis 3 was supported

partially by the finding that stimulus prompts produce fewer

errors than all other conditions except response prompts in

contextual programs.

These results only partially answer the questions of

prompting. It appears fairly conclusive that contextual pre-

sentations are more conducive to learning when memory tasks

are involved. This finding may or may not hold true for con-

cept acquisition. The question could be answered by a study

involving specific degrees of difficulty in identifying the

concept.

It would also appear that stimulus prompting is bene-

ficial in memory learning, especially if the no context or

simple presentation is employed. Since most research in
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concept acquisition uses a no contextual type of presenta-

tion, it would follow that stimulus prompting is useful.

This assumption would need empirical clarification. The no

context presentation appears to have been the reason for an

overall lower number of errors by the stimulus prompt groups.

Future research should involve studies similar to this,

only usin: concept acquisition tasks under the same conditons.

It should be noted here, however, that the nature of the two

tasks will require some thought. Memory tasks are by nature

finite in scope, while concept acquisition tasks are infinite

any require analysis by the student. Similarly, the exact

nature of a prompt to be used in memory and/or concept

acquisition would need to be equal. It may be that these

concerns can be controlled by considering the presentation in

terms of difficulty, either through distraction or concealment

and the prompt as an indicator which highlights the correct

response or stimulus.
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Figure 1. Experimental Design



No Context A table is a stohl.

Context

A table is a

A rag is a tryapka. A bridge is a

mohst. A table is a stohl. A college

is a vooz. An onion is a look.

Figure 2. Context and No Context Presentation



TABLE 1

Summary Table for Analysis,of Variance
on "Free Recall" Posttest

Source dF MS

Context Condition 1 36.299 11.5238**

Prompt Condition 2 20.033 6.3597*

Interaction 2 6.699 2.1269

ERROR 24 3.250

* p < .01
** p K .005



TABLE 2

Summary Table for Analysis of Variance
on "Structured" Posttest

Source dF MS

Context Condition 1 70.533 8.5668**

Prompt Condition 2 29.633 3.5991*

Interaction 2 32.033 3.8906*

ERROR 24 8.233

* p < .05

** p < .01
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Figure 3. Interaction of prompts and type of presentation


